
 Anthroposophical Weekend Study - New for 2023

Earth's Body   in connection   with   Soul and Spirit  

led by Maggie & Duncan Keppie, with eurythmy led by Margaret Osmond

“Through our modern transportation and information systems, humanity has begun to encompass the 
earth as a whole. Outwardly we have essentially taken full possession of it. The consequence for 
humanity is unprecedented:  a destined connection to the earth as a whole. We must become 
increasingly conscious of this big picture .... In recent times, technology has allowed us to control and 
dominate the forces of nature....Nature, formerly governed by eternal laws will seem to devolve into 
chaos....Nature is becoming a mirror of chaotic human behaviour, as is evident in catastrophes and 
anomalies, we perceive them in nature’s mirror without recognizing them as our own reflection.”     
                                         from The Mystery of the Earth by Ita Wegman, 1929

 Welcome Reception 6:30 p.m. Friday evening  
 Workshops, Artistic Activities, and Solo Time Saturday 

 Sunday morning Wrap-Up Discussion and Eurythmy 
(Of Special Interest: These Earth Weekend Events will be followed at OCH by

Sunday Potluck Lunch and Easter Festival Celebration
with others of the NS anthroposophical community)

April 21-23, 2023
at

Our Celtic Hearth
2367 Ridge Road, Hortonville NS

(near Wolfville, adjacent to Grand Pre)

  Key Questions   for this weekend   include:  

 What are the individual planetary influences on Earth and humans?

How can we transform our thinking from chaos to the spiritualization of humanity?

How do we become aware of tone and resonance in the evolution of the Periodic Table?

Plus: Can we learn to speak Earish, the Earth's own language?

$200   Weekend Fee   includes Friday evening reception, Saturday Lunch + Dinner (organic, gluten-free and
vegan options available), refreshment breaks, and all programming necessities. Please register and
email your transfer payment to Duncan<johnduncankeppie@gmail.com>

$50 Special Rate per person/per night, inc. breakfast, for 6 Single
and 2 Queen beds. First come/first served. Shared room and bathroom.
OR Camping on-site (your equipment) is $20 pp/pn, with access to

bathroom. Breakfast$10. Email transfer payment and booking to Duncan.


